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Definition:

 The verb must agree with the subject in number and
person. This is known as Concord. A singular subjectperson. This is known as Concord. A singular subject
requires singular form of a verb & likewise a plural
subject requires a plural form of verb.



 Some important Points         
 1. Two or more singular subjects connected by 

and usually takes a verb in the  and usually takes a verb in the  
plural.

 -A fool and his money are soon parted.
 Hari and Ram are here



 2. When two singular subject refer to the same
person or thing, the verb is in the singular.

 -The poet and statesman is dead. -The poet and statesman is dead.
 -The man and the woman are tired



 3. When two subjects represent one idea, the verb 
is in the singular. 

 Bread and butter is the only food for him. Bread and butter is the only food for him.
 Slow and steady wins the race.
 Time and tide waits for no man.



 4. When a singular and plural subjects are joined 
by or nor but, either, or,    Neither nor the verb 
should be plural if the plural subject is placed should be plural if the plural subject is placed 
near the  verb.

 Neither John nor his friends were in school.
 Neither my friend nor I am sorry.



 5.Two singular subjects joined by ‘or’ or ‘nor’ take 
a singular verb:

 He or his father is going to attend the meeting. He or his father is going to attend the meeting.
 The doctor nor the nurse is on duty.



 6.If two singular nouns joined by ‘and’ are 
preceded by ‘each’ or ‘every’, the verb is in  the preceded by ‘each’ or ‘every’, the verb is in  the 
singular.

 Each boy and girl was busy. 



 7. A singular subject followed by ‘as well as’ in 
addition to, including, no less   than, with, 
together with or a similar construction requires a together with or a similar construction requires a 
singular verb

 The coach together with his assistants was praised.
 The husband as well as the wife is dead



 8. The verb should agree with its proper subject.
 -The quality of mangoes is good.
 [Here the subject of verb is quality. Hence, correct 

verb should be is not are].verb should be is not are].



 9. A collective noun takes a singular verb when the 
class it names is considered  as a unit; it takes a 
plural verb, when the members of the class are 
considered   individually.considered   individually.

 The jury is finally complete.
 The fleet has set sail.
 The jury were divided in their opinions
 [Here the term jury refers to the collection of separate 

parts acting individually].



 10. When the subject of the verb is a relative 
pronoun, the verb agrees with the  antecedent of 
that pronoun.

 He is one of the men who act as advisers. He is one of the men who act as advisers.
 I am a man who shuns popularity.



 11. Some nouns which are plural in form, but 
singular in meaning, take a singular verb:

 Mathematics is an interesting subject. Mathematics is an interesting subject.
 No news is good news.
 Physics is an important branch of study



 12. Plural numbers take a singular verb when they 
are used is a phrase to  indicate a  sum  or a unit.are used is a phrase to  indicate a  sum  or a unit.

 Fifty rupees is too much for this article.



 13.When the plural noun is a proper name for 
some collective unit or some single object, the some collective unit or some single object, the 
verb is singular.

 The Arabian Nights is an interesting book.
 The Gulliver’s Travels is a famous novel by swift.



 14. A lot of, a great deal of, plenty of, most of and 
some of, are singular when they refer  to amount 
or quantity, but plural when they refer to number

 A lot of money is required for the admission. A lot of money is required for the admission.
 There are plenty of opportunities for well qualified 

people.



15. Certain words always take plural verbs. 15. Certain words always take plural verbs.
 The people are waiting for dinner.
 The police have caught the thief.



 16.A pair of, when applied to things when the two 
components are always thought of together 
(scissors, shears, shoes, gloves, trousers) is (scissors, shears, shoes, gloves, trousers) is 
singular.

 A pair of trousers is hanging on the peg.
 A pair of spectacles is lying on the table.



 17.Certain nouns are used in singular form hence 
they take singular verb.

 -The scenery of Kashmir attracts the tourist.
 -The furniture of this room is old-fashioned  -The furniture of this room is old-fashioned 

information has been received so far.



Correct the following sentences:
 1. The jury were of one mind.
 2. He was the student of Lucknow University for two 

years.
 3. Many a  warriors have fought for the freedom of the  3. Many a  warriors have fought for the freedom of the 

country.
 4. Ranjan said that he has gone to America.
 5. More than a year and a half have passed since we 

started this project.
 6.Neither Raj passed the examination nor his sister 

did.



 7.He will be punished if he misbehaves again.
 8.Sitting on the gate a snake bit him.
 9.The murderer was hung.
 10. I ordered for a cup of coffee.
 11. She is ill for two days.
 12.I expect to soon get the job.

13.Being a stormy day, we could not go out. 13.Being a stormy day, we could not go out.
 14. I shall beat you if you will call me names again.
 15. Rohan is ill for two days.



• Thank You
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 Summary of a passage-accurately and 
succinctly

 Summarizing.
 Length-unless specified-one third of the 

original passage.original passage.
 Its an exercise in comprehension.
 How a person has grasped all the essential 

ideas/or how well he has reproduced the 
main theme.



 It should not give the impression of unrelated 
thoughts

 It is useful to almost all categories of people .
 It trains us to understand thoroughly the 

meaning of what we read.meaning of what we read.



 Read the passage carefully-once or twice
 Find out the possible heading .
 Try to look for some key or topic sentence-

can be in the beginning or at the end.
 Read the passage again . Read the passage again .
 Omit illustrations and examples.
 Make a list of points.
 Rough draft.



 Take care not to borrow phrases and 
sentences –in some cases you can.

 Read the passage again.
 Not necessary to follow the same order of 

thoughts as in the original passage.thoughts as in the original passage.
 Do not delete ideas you don’t like/insert 

ideas
 Usually written in third person and in the 

past tense.



 It should be in one paragraph.
 Revise the draft
 A few words more or less do not matter

After you are satisfied – copy it for  After you are satisfied – copy it for 
submission.



There are two Kinds Of popul
arity

which I will

call intima
te

and long distan
ce

Popul
arity,

and the first

is far more real than the seconis far more real than the secon
d.



 Provide title 
 Write the no. of words used.



 It is an unmistaken truth that the mental joy is the best and the mental worry
is the worst. The question now arises as to how to get mental joy. The answer
is obvious. Do good to others and be as useful as possible to the society.
Your good deeds will bring you mental satisfaction, or in other words,
mental joy. On the contrary bad and evil deeds will darken the conscience of
the doer and will thus be a source of worry and self-condemnation. A bad
man cannot, therefore be merry. Exception to this general rule cannot beman cannot, therefore be merry. Exception to this general rule cannot be
ruled out. One may be very benevolent and humanitarian to the other who
happens to be a bad and crooked man though apparently he poses to be
saintly. These good actions may themselves be a source of worry to the doer
at certain stage. The living example is that of china. India did her best to
promote friendly relations with her and tried her best to get China seated in
the U.N.O. But all her good actions were repaid by china in the form of
unprovoked attack and it shocked Mr. Nehru when she invaded our
motherland. Thus it is proved that good men are always the merry except by
an evil chance.



Goo
d

deeds bring happi
ness.

A bad man is the victim

of a sens
e

of guilt. He is ment
ally

worri
ed

and

Ther
efore
,
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not
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y

altho
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Some bad peop
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Synopsis
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 Brief summary, General Survey

 Definition: A Sketchy summary of the main points 
of an argument or theory.

 1.Title

 2.Abstract 2.Abstract

 3. Need

 4. Review of Literature

 5. Material & Methods

 6. References



Who needs a synopsis?

 Anyone beginning a novel, 

 contemplating one ,or 

who has just completed one. who has just completed one.



When is the best time to write the 
Synopsis?

 Written before- helps in plotting

 Guide for you

Becomes easier for you to write Becomes easier for you to write



Tips/ steps for writing a synopsis.

 Narrative summary
 Written in Present Tense
 Written in third person
 Written in the same style of writing Written in the same style of writing
 It introduces the main idea- woven together in the 

narrative
 Coherence is important.
 Clarity- do not include everything.
 Should have conclusion



Abstract and Summary

 Abstract tells in Concentrated form- shorter-
length no fixed rule-2-5%

 Summary gives the substance- nutshell- without 
illustrations and explanations.5-10%

 Reader-extent of coverage- satisfied with an 
abstract

but
 If a reader wants to know-method of analysis-

significant findings- conclusions and  major 
recommendations—he will need a summary



Purpose

 Enable the busy reader to gather information-
without going through the whole thesis.

 They should be self sufficient & intelligible, 
without reference to any other part of the report. without reference to any other part of the report. 



Points generally included in Science 
Research

 1.Objective: Point out aim for a particular work under 
study.( The reason may be since it might not have been 
studied earlier in your region of uttarakhand or some 
other state where you undertake it.)other state where you undertake it.)

 e.g. the effect of various crops on its yield.

 If breeding is done what would be the result.



 2. Introduction- introduces the crop.

 E.g. the area in which its grown

 Kind of soil

 Regional name, botanical name ( sauf- fennel)

Is it exported? Is it exported?

 Time to mature

 Narrow plantation or wide plantation area

 Economical benefits- compared to other crops.

 Environmental conditions



 3. Review of Literature:   research done-critical 
analysis- experimental data

 4. Observations to be recorded: 

 a. Variety of seed planted
 b. Plant height
 c. Plant in middle height changes colour?
 d. Days in which crop matures
 e. Test the weight of green seed and dry seed
 f. Oil content
 g. cost benefit ratio for each treatment.



Literature cited/ References/work 
cited
 Quote the given reference
 It should be in correct sequence
 Authors name- reverse order
 Title of the book.( Main Title: Subtitle)
 Edition Edition
 Volume
 Series
 Place of Publication: Publisher
 Year of Publication
 Page No.



Example of writing references:
 Year of publication: 2015
 Title of the book : Communication Skills
 Edition: 2nd
 Author’s name: Sanjay Kumar & Pushp Lata
 Page no.40-50 Page no.40-50
 Volume: III 
 Publisher : Oxford University Press
 Place: New Delhi

Kumar, Sanjay,& Pushp Lata. Communication 
Skills.Ed.2nd, Vol.III, New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 2015,40-50, Print



Title Page
Synopsis of the proposed thesis of

Name of the Candidate

( Date of Admission___________)
I.D.No.:

For
M.Sc. degree in Agriculture( Vegetable Science) of G.B.P.U.A&T,

U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand-263145U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand-263145

Title: _________________
Dr._____________(Name)

( Chairman Advisory Committee)
Associate Prof.
Department of _______

Dr. _______________( Member) Dr. _____________ ( Member)
Designation Designation
Address Address
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PREPOSITION

DR. ANKIT TRIVEDI



Definition:-

Preposition is a word, which is used before a noun, a 
noun phrase or a pronoun , connecting it to another 
word.

Definition:-

Preposition is a word, which is used before a noun, a 
noun phrase or a pronoun , connecting it to another 
word.



@ Simple prepositions: Prepositions which consists 
only one word.

e.g. in, on, at, with, against etc..,

@ Compound prepositions: Prepositions which @ Compound prepositions: Prepositions which 
consists of two or more words.

e.g. instead of, in the middle of, by the side of etc..,



Some prepositions



Kinds of Prepositions

There are three types in prepositions



Prepositions of Place

Some prepositions show where something happens. 
They are called prepositions of place.
Examples:-

Sanny was sitting under a tree.

There’s a wooden floor underneath the carpet.

Some geese flew over their house.

John and Sarah were hiding inside the wardrobe.

There was a tree beside the river.

I have a friend who lives in America.



Prepositions of Time

Some prepositions show when something happens. 
They are called prepositions of time.
Examples:-

School startsSchool starts atat nine o’clock.nine o’clock.

We’re going to the zoo We’re going to the zoo onon Saturday.Saturday.

No, you can’t watch a video. It’sNo, you can’t watch a video. It’s pastpast your bedtime already.your bedtime already.

I visited my grandparentsI visited my grandparents duringduring the summer.the summer.

You must finish the work You must finish the work byby Friday.Friday.

I’ll do my homework I’ll do my homework before before dinner.dinner.



Prepositions of Direction

Some prepositions show where something is going. 
They are called prepositions of direction.

Examples:-

The boys chased after each other.The boys chased after each other.

The football rolled down the hill.

A man was walking his dog along the riverbank.

The freeway goes right through the city.

We were travelling towards Miami. 



Prepositions with special uses

Our modules are full of real life  examples.
I ate a plate of rice and a quarter of milk.
Would you like a glass of lemon juice?

Usage of OF

Would you like a glass of lemon juice?
I need three pieces of paper.
Most of the children in my class like 

Education.
There are several ways of cooking Upma. 



Usage of “FOR”

I made this bookmark for Mom.

Is there room for me on this seat?

I’d like a new computer for Christmas.

We’re going downtown for a meeting. I made this gift for
my mother.my mother.

Is there place for me on this seat?

I’d like a new Laptop for Next year..



Usage of  “WITH”

He pounds nails with a hammer.

Mix the flour with water.

She painted the picture with her new paints.

Would you like to come with us to the cinema?Would you like to come with us to the cinema?

I can do difficult problems with help from Mom.

Who is the man with the beard?



Usage of  “EXCEPT” AND “INSTEAD OF”Usage of  “EXCEPT” AND “INSTEAD OF”

I like all kinds of food I like all kinds of food exceptexcept UpmaUpma..

Everyone likes chocolate Everyone likes chocolate except except Tom.Tom.

We go to school every day We go to school every day exceptexcept Saturday and Sunday.Saturday and Sunday.

You should eat fruitYou should eat fruit instead of instead of candy.candy.You should eat fruitYou should eat fruit instead of instead of candy.candy.

Dad is coming to the theater with us Dad is coming to the theater with us instead of instead of Mom.Mom.

We could watch TV We could watch TV instead of instead of reading our books.reading our books.



Usage of  “LIKE”, “AS” and “THEN”

Kathleen looks like her dad.
Andrew smiles like his mother.
Peter sings like a professional singer.
Are these shoes the same as those?
Sue is nearly as tall as the teacher.
My backpack is bigger than John’s.My backpack is bigger than John’s.
Dad is taller than all of us.
This painting is more beautiful than that one.
The neighborhood streets are less busy than

downtown streets.



Prepositions with Adjective ,Verbs .

Prepositions are used with some adjectives. The 
adjectives in these examples are printed in color.

Dad was angry with us.
We were afraid of the big dog.We were afraid of the big dog.
She’s not very interested in sports.
John is very good at drawing.
Mr. Lee is pleased with our work.
The teachers are always kind to us.
What’s wrong with the computer?



Prepositions are used with some verbs. The 
verbs in these examples are printed in color.

I’m looking for my pencil. Have you seen it?
Can you think of another word for ‘pleased’?
Does this book belong to you?
We’re listening to CDs.
I agree with you.
Tell me about the show you saw.
Cut the cake into five pieces.
They borrowed money from the bank.



Prepositions are used with some nouns. The 
nouns in these examples are printed in color.

What’s the answer to this question?
Is there a reason for this delay?
What’s the matter with you?
Here’s an example of good behavior.
Congratulations on winning the competition!
Traffic can cause damage to the environment.



1. A cat was sitting _______the roof of my car. (place)
2. Some people were talking ___the movie. (time)
3. A man was coming____ us on his bike. (direction)
4. The party starts_____ six o’clock. (time)

TRY THIS:

4. The party starts_____ six o’clock. (time)
5. She put the book ____her bag. (place)
6. We walked____ the street to the park. (place)
7. She keeps her slippers____ her bed. (place)
8. We always wash our hands ____meals. (time)
9. She ran ____the dog because she was frightened.    
(direction)



Thank you.Thank you.
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A proposal is defined as a plan or a scheme or a suggestion 
that persuades the reader to accept the writer’s idea.

 Need to review the renewal ,growth and expansion of the 
organization. 

Resistance or inertia to change would threaten the existence 
of the organization.

 To bring about improvement it is essential to constantly 
review the changes and these changes are put forward in the 
form of a proposal.

We may thus define a proposal is a document you present to 
a potential customer to show that you can solve a particular 
problem. 



Definition: It is defined as a written offer to 
undertake a project for designing, creating 
something new or for changing or modifying an 
existing procedure, method, system or structure 
within a specified period of time.



 1.Aims at getting approval or acceptance ( Proposal 
 1.It deals with what one has already done.(Report)
 2.It is written to someone who needs to sort out a technical, 

management, or business problem (Proposal)
 2. Written to someone with authority to know the cause of the 

problem and possibly take a decision. (Report)
 3.Formal but persuasive in style (Proposal)
 3.Formal in style(Report)
 4. It includes cost for execution (Proposal)
 4. It highlights the reason based on interpretation of data and 

makes recommendation(Report)
 5. It deals with future professional possibilities (Proposal)
 5. It deals with some events or situations that occurred in the 

past(Report)




 In professional life you come across various
nomenclatures which describes the purpose for
which the proposal is written Some are:

Business Proposal- aspects of business , commerce
and industry

Research proposal- project requiring scientific
enquiry,investigation

Technical Proposal-modify or create something
requiring technical knowledge and skills



 Solicited -prepared in response to a demand
Format is defined 

Unsolicited- prepared - on his own initiative 
Format is not defined



 It tells the readers what you plan to do
How you will do it
How much time
What it will cost.
 Persuasive in nature- AIDA plan
A- Attention
I- Interest
D-Desire
A- Action



 I Specify the scope clearly
 Be realistic
 Establish your credentials for accomplishing 

the task
Highlight the benefits 
 Keep the proposal short and precise
Use plain language
 Layout neat and attractive.



 Serves as an indictor for the growth or progress
Helps to invite other companies or industries for 

joint venture.
 Helps the company to improve its product & 

services.
 By sorting out a technical problem, proposal 

enhance productivity and improve performance.
Helps in securing technological partnership, fund 

raising, donation, tenders 
 Successful proposals ensures financial gains for 

companies.
 Research proposal helps in creating new methods 

of procedures.



1.Prefatory

2.Main Body

3.Supplementary parts



 Title Page
 Table of contents
 Letter of transmittal
 Executive Summary



 Statement of the Problem
Objectives-short term and long term
 Technical Plan Section
Management Plan Section
 Cost estimate
 conclusion



 Appendix
 Sources of references



























Interview Techniques



INTERVIEW

 Definition for interview

 Types of interview

 Preparation for interviews

 Performance during and after interviews

 Some Tips for interviews

 Do’s and Don’ts 

 Interview questions

 Important Job sites



Interview

 A meeting of minimum two expert- candidate

 Arranged to examine the suitability of the 
candidate

 Tested for subject knowledge, skills and 
desired behavior in a very limited time



Types of Interview
 Panel Interview: three or more experts sit

across table from the candidate.
 Face-to-Face Interviews: one interviewer

one candidate.
 informal in nature
 less distance between interviewer and

candidate
 less stressful and relaxed environment

compared to panel interview



Prior Interview
 Read your CV/ application and skills 

demanded

 Know the company 

 Go to the company web site

 Annual reports 

 Business news papers,magazines

 Directly contact the employees



Know the Company

 Main production / service

 Annual sales,profit,dividend

 Competitors

 Area of operation

 New product/service launched



During an interview 
Employers Evaluate

 Self Confidence – you should be confident while
appearing for interview

 Interpersonal skills – fluency in English, listen
attentively and answer to the questions asked by
the interviewer

 Be honest – While answering in the interview, 
even if you don’t know the answer for certain 
question, be honest in answer to the interviewer.



Non- verbal or Body
Language

 Posture: sit erect without learning on the desk 
or slouching in the chair, but don’t be stiff 
and tense

 Always make eye contact when you speak, 
but avoid continuous staring 

 Don’t use too many hand movements and 
frequent change of facial expressions not in 
relation to words you have expressed



Dress outlook

 Dress formally and well groomed
 You will never get a second chance to make 

a good impression
 Wear something that make you feel 

comfortable
 Use simple accessories like simple jewelry, 

watches, ties, etc
 Scents, perfumes and after shaves lotion 

should be avoided   



Expected qualities of the candidate

Effective Verbal communication

 If it is English language without M.T 
Influence

 Natural delivery, fluency

 Pronounce sentence clearly

 Speak little more loudly or lower your 
voice to draw attention of the experts if 
there is an important point or opinion



Rejected by the committees

 Vague and irrelevant answers to the 
questions

 Very fidgety: little eye contact; nervous 
mannerism, such as playing with hair, nail 
biting etc.

 Lack of sincerity

 Utter superficial remarks to impress the 
interviewer – project work



Do’s  

 Do take a practice run to the location where
you are having the interview

 If presented with a job application, do fill it
out neatly, completely and accurately

 Do bring extra resumes to the interview
 Do greet the interviewer & do shake hands

firmly
 Do wait until you are offered a chair before

sitting.



Do’s

 Do make good eye contact with your 
interviewer(s)

 Do show enthusiasm in the position and the 
company

 Do make sure that your good points come 
across to the interviewer in a factual sincere 
manner

 Do stress your achievements 



DON’TS

 Do avoid controversial topics
 Don’t ever lie. Answer questions truthfully, 

frankly and succinctly
 Don’t say anything negative about former 

colleagues, supervisors, or employers
 Don’t answer questions with a simple ‘yes’ or 

‘no’. Explain whenever possible. Describe those 
things about yourself that showcase your talents, 
skills and determination. Give examples



Don'ts

 Don’t inquire about salary, vacations, 
bonuses, retirement, or other benefits until 
after you’ve received an offer

 Don’t bring up or discuss personal issues or 
family problems

 Don’t say your past history, hence it is 
available in the C.V. itself



After Interview

 Thank them for calling you for the 
interview through a letter

 Indicate that you look forward to hear from 
them



INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Tell me about yourself
Why did you leave your previous job?
What sort of job you are looking for?
What appeals to you about this job?
Why do you think you’d be good at this job?
What are your strengths?
What are your weaknesses?
Would you accept this job if it were offered to you?
What do you know about this company?
If you take this job, how long would you stay?
Don’t you think you may be too 
old/young/inexperienced?



Tell me about yourself
The most often asked question in interviews

Tell your academic record

Your skills

Your qualification etc.

Talk about things you have done and jobs you 
have held that relate to the position you are 
interviewing for

Time: 3 minutes

Prepare written answer for this question and 
rehearse



What do you think you do be 
good at this job?

 The best is to say general and say 
something like: A job where I love to work, 
like the people, can contribute more to the 
company

 A job which is challenging, a job which 
gives me opportunities to prove knowledge 
and skills  



What appeals to you about 
this job?

 To achieve through heights and also to 
learn, work hard and quench my thirst of 
knowledge in the related field, which I am 
going to work

 To be unique in decision making skills in 
the future



What are your strengths ?
 Strength of your subject knowledge

 Your ability to prioritize,

 Your problem –solving skills,

 Your ability to work under pressure,

 Your ability to focus on projects,

 Your professional expertise, 

 Your leadership skills and 

 your positive attitude.



What are  your weakness ?

 Here you have to tell your weakness As 
strength

 Eg Always I will be committed to the 
assigned work, which I expect from my co-
workers, this leads to affects the 
interpersonal relationship but the outcome 
of the work will be satisfied.This eg suits to 
the team leader.



Would accept this job, if were 
offered to you ?

 Yes, certainly I will accept this job do the 
best to the company or organization.

 No, you have give reason.



What do you know about this 
company ?

 You have to go to the website and look for the 
details like company, products, services, year of 
starting the company, their annual 
reports,agenda.

 How many workers are working in that 
company, volume of the business future plan of 
business and other specific details .



If you take this job,how long 
would you stay ?

 You set high standards for  yourself and 
meet them.

 Your outcomes are a success and tell them 
about you stay in that company.



Don’t you think you may be too 
old/ young/inexperienced ?

 Admit that you have no experience. 
However explain your academic strength.



Important Job Sites
• www.naukri.com
• www.winentrance.com
• www.jobsahead.com
• www.digitalbhoomi.com
• www.cybermediadice.com
• www.careerbuilder.com
• hotjobs.yahoo.com
• www.jobs.net
• www.timesjobs.com
• www.computerjobs
• www.totaljobs.com
• www.sciencejobs.com
• www.career.com
• www.computerwork.com
• www.topjobs.net
• www.bankjobs.com





NATURE AND STYLE OF 
WRITING

Dr. Ankit Trivedi



STYLE

• “Proper words in proper places” -J. Swift

• “Style is the dress of thought” -Lord Chesterfield.

• The style in writing can be defined as the way a writer writes. It is the technique that an 

individual author uses in his writing. It varies from author to author, and depends upon 

one’s syntax, word choice, and tone. It can also be described as a “voice” that readers listen to 

when they read the work of a writer.



TYPES OF WRITING STYLES
There are four main types of writing: expository, descriptive, persuasive, and narrative. Each of these 
writing styles is used for a specific purpose. A single text may include more than one writing style.

EXPOSITORY:

Expository writing is one of the most common types of writing. When an author writes in an expository 
style, all they are trying to do is explain a concept, imparting information from themselves to a wider 
audience. Expository writing does not include the author’s opinions, but focuses on accepted facts about 
a topic, including statistics or other evidence.

• Examples of Expository Writing

• Textbooks

• Articles

• Recipes

• News stories

• Business, technical, or scientific writing



DESCRIPTIVE
Descriptive writing is often found in fiction, though it can make an appearance in nonfiction as 

well (for example, memoirs, first-hand accounts of events, or travel guides). When an author writes 

in a descriptive style, they are painting a picture in words of a person, place, or thing for their 

audience. The author might employ metaphor or other literary devices in order to describe the 

author’s impressions via their five senses (what they hear, see, smell, taste, or touch). But the author 

is not trying to convince the audience of anything or explain the scene – merely describe things as 

they are.

• Examples of Descriptive Writing

• Poetry

• Journal/diary writing

• Descriptions of Nature

• Fictional novels or plays



PERSUASIVE
• Persuasive writing is the main style of writing you will use in academic papers. When an author 

writes in a persuasive style, they are trying to convince the audience of a position or belief. 
Persuasive writing contains the author’s opinions and biases, as well as justifications and reasons 
given by the author as evidence of the correctness of their position. Any “argumentative” essay 
you write in school should be in the persuasive style of writing.

• Examples of Persuasive Writing

• Cover letters

• Editorial newspaper articles

• Reviews of items

• Letters of complaint

• Advertisements



NARRATIVE

• Narrative writing is used in almost every longer piece of writing, whether fiction or nonfiction. 

When an author writes in a narrative style, they are not just trying to impart information, they are 

trying to construct and communicate a story, complete with characters, conflict, and settings.

• Examples of Narrative Writing

• Oral histories

• Novels/Novellas

• Poetry (especially epic sagas or poems)

• Short Stories

• Anecdotes



SHORT EXAMPLES OF STYLE IN SENTENCES

• “I think it’s a good idea,.” said Jenny.

“You can imagine the outcomes!” retorted Emma, pushing the door open.

Reluctantly, Jenny followed.

(Narrative)

• The sunset fills the entire sky with the lovely deep color of rubies, setting the clouds ablaze.

(Descriptive)

• The waves waltz along the seashore, going up and down in a gentle and graceful rhythm, like 

dancing.

(Descriptive)

• A trip to Switzerland is an excellent experience that you will never forget, offering beautiful 

nature, fun, and sun. Book your vacation trip today.

(Persuasive)



• She hears a hoarse voice, and sees a shadow moving around the balcony. As it moves closer to her, 

she screams to see a gigantic wolf standing before her.

(Narrative)

• From the garden, the child plucks a delicate rose, touching and cradling it gently as if it is a 

precious jewel.

(Descriptive)

• What if you vote for me? I ensure you that your taxes will be very low, the government will 

provide free education, and there will be equality and justice for all citizens. Cast your vote for me 

today.

(Persuasive)

• The deep blue color of the cat’s eyes is like ocean water on the clearest day you could ever 

imagine.

(Descriptive)

• The soft hair of my cat feels silky, and her black color sparkles as it reflects sunlight.

(Descriptive)



EXAMPLES OF STYLE IN LITERATURE

Example #1: The Pleasures of Imagination (By Joseph Addison)

• “The pleasures of the imagination, taken in their full extent, are not so gross as 

those of sense. … A man of polite imagination is let into a great many pleasures 

… A man should endeavour, therefore, to make the sphere of his innocent 

pleasures as wide as possible, that he may retire into them with safety … 

Delightful scenes, whether in nature, painting, or poetry, have a kindly influence 

on the body, as well as the mind, and not only serve to clear and brighten the 

imagination, but are able to disperse grief and melancholy …”

This is an example of expository writing style, in which the author describes 

advantages of imagination with facts and logical sequence, and tells his 

delight of imagination. Then, he discusses its benefits and finally gives 

opinions in its favor.



EXAMPLE #2: SUMMER SHOWER (BY EMILY 
DICKINSON)

“A drop fell on the apple tree,

Another on the roof,

And made the gables laugh,

The breezes brought dejected lutes,

And bathed them in the glee;

And signed the fete away.”

This poem gives an example of descriptive style. Ms. Dickinson describes a 

summer rainstorm in detail, with beautiful images, so that the readers can visualize 

this storm in their own minds as if it is actually happening.



EXAMPLE #3: THE RIME OF THE ANCIENT 
MARINER (BY SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE)

“It is an ancient Mariner,
And he stoppeth one of three.’
By thy long grey beard and glittering eye,
Now wherefore stopp’st thou me?
The bridegroom’s doors are opened wide,
…
The guests are met, the feast is set:
May’st hear the merry din.”

In this poem, Coleridge uses narrative style, as he tells a story about the ancient 
mariner. He uses dialogues, disputes, actions, and events in a sequence, thus 
providing a perfect example of the narrative style of writing.



EXAMPLE #4: DORIAN GRAY (BY OSCAR WILDE)

• “The studio was filled with the rich odor of roses, and when the light summer 

wind stirred amidst the trees of the garden… The sullen murmur of the bees 

shouldering their way through… or circling with monotonous insistence…”

This is a good example of descriptive writing style since the author gives 

visualizations, feelings, description of a location and details about bees that could 

be seen and heard.



EXAMPLE #5: THE ADVENTURES OF 
HUCKLEBERRY FINN (BY MARK TWAIN)

• “Pretty soon it darkened up and begun to thunder and lighten; so the birds was 

right about it … and here would come a blast of wind that would bend the trees 

down and turn up the pale underside of the leaves …”

Here, Twain has demonstrated a narrative style, as well as used colloquial words in 

presenting this passage, as expressed through the voice of a young Southern-

American boy.



EXAMPLE #6: THE RAVEN (BY EDGAR ALLEN POE)

“Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary…

And my soul from out that shadow that lies floating on the floor

Shall be lifted – nevermore!”

• Here, the poet crafts a story of longing and desolation. The poem reads like a 

tale, containing a proper beginning, middle, and end. It has narrative elements 

like characterization, symbols, plot elements, and resolution that make it 

dramatic.



Thank You



































English Verb Tense Review

Dr. Ankit Trivedi



Simple Present Tense

Otherwise known as the

Timeless Present



Simple Present Tense is used:

• When you are referring to habitual actions--
actions that you always or never do

• When you are referring to unchanging 
truths

• When you are making general statements of 
fact



simple present tense

Examples

• (habit)  He always comes late to class.

• (unchanging truth) The sun rises in the east.

• (general statement of fact) They are 
friendly.



simple present tense

Indicators

Always Whenever Everyday

Usually Often Frequently

Sometimes Rarely Occasionally

never



simple present tense

Form

I study                         I wait

You study                    You wait

S/he/it studies               s/he/it waits

We study                       we wait

They study                     they wait



simple present tense

Diagram--time on a line



Simple Past Tense



The Simple Past Tense is Used:

• When an activity or situation began and 
ended at a particular time in the past--in 
other words, when an activity or situation is 
completed in the past

• To refer to past habits



Simple Past Tense

Examples

• (Completed action in the past) He was late 
to class yesterday.  

• (Completed action in the past) We arrived 
three weeks ago.

• (Past habit) She always wrote a letter to her 
mother on Sunday night.



Simple Past Tense

Indicators

Last night, week, year, month, Saturday,
semester, etc.

Yesterday

ago



Simple Past Tense

Form

I studied I waited

You studied You waited

S/he/it studied S/he/it waited

We studied We waited

They studied They waited



Simple Past Tense

Diagram--time on a line



The Present Perfect

A tense  very commonly used in 
English to refer to the past.



The Present Perfect is Used:

• When an activity happened at an 
unspecified time in the past (before the 
present)

• When an activity has been repeated several 
times before now

• When an activity was very recently 
completed before now

• When an activity is not completed in the 
past



Present Perfect Tense

Examples

• (unspecified time before now)  They have 
already seen that movie.

• (repeated activity before now) We have 
visited New York City many times.

• (an action has recently been completed 
before now) I have just eaten.

• (action not completed in the past) I have 
studied Spanish for many years.



Present Perfect Tense

Indicators

Before Ever Never

So far Already Yet

Just Recently For

since



Present Perfect Tense

Form 1
have or has + past participle

I have studied . . . I have seen . . .

You have studied . . . You have seen . . .

S/he/it has studied . . S/he/it has seen . . .

We have studied . . . We have seen . . .

They have studied . . . They have seen . . .



Present Perfect Tense

Form 2

I've walked . . . I've grown . . .

You've walked . . . You've grown . . .

S/he/it's walked . . . S/he/it's grown . . .

We've walked . . . We've grown . . .

They've walked . . . They've grown . . .



Present Perfect Tense

Diagram 1--time on a line



The Present Progressive Tense

Sometimes called the 

Present Continuous Tense



The Present Progressive Tense is 
Used:

• When an activity is in progress now at the 
moment of speaking

• When an activity began before now and 
continues into the future without stopping.

• When an activity is temporary.

• When an activity is developing and 
changing.



Present Progressive Tense

Examples

• I’m explaining something to the class right 
now.

• He’s taking 16 credits this semester.

• She is understanding English.



Present Progressive Tense

Indicators

Right now, at this
moment

Still

This year, week,
month, etc.

As we speak



Present Progressive Tense

Form
I am studying I'm studying

You are studying You're studying

S/he/it is studying S/he/it's studying

We are studying We're studying

They are studying They're studying



Present Progressive Tense

Diagram--time on a line



Future Tense



The Future Tense is Used:

• To indicate that an activity or event will 
take place at  a time in the future



Future

Examples

• I shall go to Agra next week.

• Next week, we will work on punctuation.

• He will buy a new car tomorrow.



Future

Indicators

Tomorrow

Next Saturday, week, month, year, etc.



Future

Form 1

I will stay I'll stay

You will stay You'll stay

S/he/it will stay S/he/it'll stay

We will stay We'll stay

They will stay They'll stay



Future

Form 2

I  am going to stay I'm going to stay

You are going to stay You're going to stay

S/he/it is going to stay S/he/it's going to stay

We are going to stay We're going to stay

They are going to
stay

They're going to stay



Future Tense

Form 3
Sometimes the simple present tense or the
present progressive tense are used to express a
future meaning.  Usually these tenses are used
when scheduled events are being discussed.
I arrive I am arriving

You arrive You are arriving

S/he/it arrives S/he/it is arriving

We arrive We are arriving

They arrive They are arriving



Future

Diagram--Time on a Line



Other English Verb Tenses

These tenses are combinations of the 
tenses we have just reviewed



Past Perfect

• This tense is not used a lot.  It can often be 
used interchangeably with the simple past 
because these tenses do not differ much in 
meaning.  The past perfect tense refers to 
activities that happened before a specific 
time in the past.

• Example, He had visited her many times 
before she died.

• Form: had + past participle



Past Progressive

• This tense is used to refer to activities 
continuously in progress around a time in 
the past.

• Example:  They were eating when the taxi 
arrived.

• Form: was or were + verbing



Past Perfect Progressive

• This tense is used when an activity was 
continuously in progress before a specific 
time in the past.  

• Example: I had been thinking about her 
before she called.

• Form: had + been + verbing



Present Perfect Progressive

• This tense is used to describe actions that 
have been continuously in progress before 
now.  These actions are not completed.

• Example: I have been waiting here for the 
last two hours.

• Form:  have or has + been + verbing



Future Perfect

• The future perfect expresses the idea that an 
activity will occur before some future time.

• Example: She will have finished dinner 
before the game starts. 

• Form: will + have + past participle



Future Progressive Tense

• This tense is used to refer to activities that 
will be continuously in progress around 
some future time.

• Example: We will be flying over New York 
at noon tomorrow.

• Form: will + be + verbing



Future Perfect Progressive

• This tense is used to refer to activities that 
will be continuously in progress before a 
future time.

• Example: He will have been working for 3 
hours before you arrive.

• Form: will + have + been + verbing



Exercise

• Mohan writes a letter.   (change into 
remainig tenses)



Thank You


